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Tree Care

LATE DISCOVERIES OF SCIENCE LENGTHEN LIVES OF TREES!

Tree Laboratories, where constant experimentation is the order of the day, assure you of complete protection of your trees.

The locusts and the summer dry spells have left behind them an unusual amount of damage to many thousands of trees.

These trees can be revived if proper care is taken of them NOW!

It is well worthwhile having an inspection made of your trees — to find out whether or not they need attention. (No obligation, of course.) Shall we check them over?
A few of our Landscapes

An example of restrained planting of flowering plants that enhances the beauty of colonial architecture.

Native trees shade this delightful outdoor living room, and make a restful spot for its owner.

E. Raymond Wright
Nippersink, Wisconsin

The people who own these grounds have nothing to worry about. Because the smallest details have been started right, their landscapes will increase in beauty — and value — year after year. Every plant is guaranteed.

A pleasing combination of lime- and sandstone forms a delightful approach to a wooded trail.

View across terrace garden planted in annual flowers.

Grounds of John D. Allen
Libertyville, Illinois

Plant this Fall...be ahead next spring

SWAIN NELSON & SONS CO.

GLENVIEW

Landscape Gardeners and Nurserymen since 1856

Phones: Glenview 87 • Rogers Park 1964

ILLINOIS
Hundreds of people have already taken advantage of this Cash-and-Carry idea.

Now we are adding a variety of trees and shrubs to this “Bargain Garden.”

The same savings are made on these plants when used in our “Complete Landscape Service” which includes planting and the Guarantee.
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SWAIN NELSON & SONS CO.

2320 Glenview Avenue

GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS
Please have your representative telephone for appointment to discuss with me (without obligation)

Remodeling
Outdoor Fireplace
Stone Terrace
Pools
Rock Garden
Paving—Stone or Brick

Ground Cover for Shaded Spots
Evergreens
Large Trees
Flowering Shrubs
Relocating Trees Now on My Grounds

I am interested in having your Tree Experts make a general inspection of my trees.

Spraying | Tree Surgery | Trimming | Feeding

SWAIN NELSON & SONS CO.
ROGERS PARK 1964

GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS
GLENVIEW 87
is an experienced staff of landscape designers — men whose imagination and ingenuity can help you develop the possibilities of your grounds.

They are trained, not only in creating delightful gardens and landscapes, but, what is more important, to plan your grounds with you — not for you.

When you call in a Swain Nelson representative, your grounds will be distinctively your own.

**THIS SIGN ON YOUR GROUNDS MEANS:**

EXCELLENCE OF DESIGN

SKILLFUL WORKMEN

FIRST CLASS MATERIALS

SELECTED PLANTS

AND ENDURING SATISFACTION TO YOU.

**Fall Planting**

Plants put in this fall will make greater growth, and have fuller foliage next summer. Your work will be out of the way, so you can enjoy your garden in the spring.
EVERYONE LIKES

Bill
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